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and apex predators pushed to extinction in the
modern era. The book also highlights those giant
species that remain—even though many barely
survive, living in such low numbers that they are
on the brink of leaving this world within the next
few decades. However, there is hope, for many
endangered species can still be saved. As it
profiles each extinct and endangered animal,
Last of the Giants focuses on the conservation
efforts that are trying to preserve the world's
remaining charismatic species before they are
lost forever.
Land of Giants - David Lavender 1979-01-01
The story of the explorers, traders, settlers, and
industrialists who came to the Pacific Northwest
during its 200-year development.
Vanished Giants - Anthony J. Stuart 2021-01-28
Featuring numerous illustrations, this book
explores the many lessons to be learned from
Pleistocene megafauna, including the role of
humans in their extinction, their disappearance
at the start of the Sixth Extinction, and what
they might teach us about contemporary
conservation crises. Long after the extinction of
dinosaurs, when humans were still in the Stone
Age, woolly rhinos, mammoths, mastodons,
sabertooth cats, giant ground sloths, and many
other spectacular large animals that are no
longer with us roamed the Earth. These animals
are regarded as “Pleistocene megafauna,”
named for the geological era in which they
lived—also known as the Ice Age. In Vanished
Giants: The Lost World of the Ice Age,
paleontologist Anthony J. Stuart explores the
lives and environments of these animals, moving
between six continents and several key islands.

The Way of Things - Clark Burbidge 2012-06
There are giants in the land, and it has always
been so as far back as anyone can remember.
They work side by side with the people, and
whenever there is a job too difficult or a threat
to great, they are there to step in. The people
have a special confidence because the giants
have always been there, but on this morning, the
people discover the giants have mysteriously
disappeared. Fear and panic grip the town;
someone must go after them and bring them
back. Thomas is only a farmer, but believes he
must go. He sets out alone on a great journey of
danger and discovery. He learns the reason
behind the giant's disappearance and the great
secret they protect, but he also discovers his
own destiny and what it really means to be a
giant. Join Thomas in his timeless right-ofpassage and learn what it means to become
something more than you have been, why it is
necessary in life, and how to do it.
Last of the Giants - Jeff Campbell 2019-08-01
Today, an ancient world is vanishing right before
our eyes: the age of giant animals. Over 40,000
years ago, the earth was ruled by megafauna:
mammoths, mastodons, saber-toothed tigers and
giant sloths. Of course, those creatures no
longer exist, and there is only one likely reason
for that: the evolution and arrival of the earth's
only tool-wielding hunter, the wildly adaptive,
comparatively pint-sized human species. Many
more of the world's biggest and baddest
creatures—including the black rhino, the dodo,
giant tortoises, and the great auk—have
vanished since our world became truly global.
Last of the Giants chronicles those giant animals
in-the-land-of-giants
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Stuart examines the animals themselves via
what we’ve learned from fossil remains, and he
describes the landscapes, climates, vegetation,
ecological interactions, and other aspects of the
animals’ existence. Illustrated throughout,
Vanished Giants also offers a picture of the
world as it was tens of thousands of years ago
when these giants still existed. Unlike the case
of the dinosaurs, there was no asteroid strike to
blame for the end of their world. Instead, it
appears that the giants of the Ice Age were
driven to extinction by climate change, human
activities—especially hunting—or both. Drawing
on the latest evidence provided by radiocarbon
dating, Stuart discusses these possibilities. The
extinction of Ice Age megafauna can be seen as
the beginning of the so-called Sixth Extinction,
which is happening right now. This has
important implications for understanding the
likely fate of present-day animals in the face of
contemporary climate change and vastly
increasing human populations.
The BFG (Colour Edition) - Roald Dahl
2016-09-13
'Human beans is not really believing in giants, is
they? Human beans is not thinking we exist.' On
a dark, silvery moonlit night, Sophie is snatched
from her bed by a giant. Luckily it is the Big
Friendly Giant, the BFG, who only eats
snozzcumbers and glugs frobscottle. But there
are other giants in Giant Country. Fifty foot
brutes who gallop far and wide every night to
find human beans to eat. Can Sophie and her
friend the BFG stop them?
Winning in the Land of Giants - William
Mitchell 1995
In biblical times, the children of Israel wandered
around the wilderness for 40 years, intimidated
and disappointed, because of their grasshopper
mentality. Dr. Mitchell believes that's exactly
how many people live life today. He shows
readers how to conquer grasshopper mentality
and develop the courage, confidence,
commitment and attitudes of a giant slayer.
Slaying the Giants in Your Life - David Jeremiah
2009-06-21
Giants plague today's church and while they may
not wield spears and shields, they are fearsome,
causing far too many of God's children to
stumble in their walks. In Slaying the Giants in
Your Life, Dr. David Jeremiah challenges us to
in-the-land-of-giants

stand valiantly against the giants that seek to
terrorize today's believers. Dr. Jeremiah weaves
gripping real-life stories of contemporary giant
slayers who came face-to-face with their own
Goliaths: temptation, doubt, procrastination, and
jealousy. In each, you will discover afresh the
eternal unwavering promise of God to overcome
those giants.
Land of the Giants - Irwin Allen 2010
"It's back, the comic book adaptation of one of
the most famous and popular sci-fi television
series of the late 1960's: Irwin Allen's Land of
the Giants. This collection presents the complete
reprint of the entire series of Gold Key comic
books featuring Captain Steve Burton, Dan
Erikson, Mark Wilson, Valerie Scott, Betty
Hamilton, Alexander Fitzhugh, Barry Lockridge,
and the Spindrift."--Cover.
In the Days of Giants - Abbie Farwell Brown
1902
A retelling of stories from Norse mythology for
the general reader.
In the Land of Giants - Tyrone Bogues 1994
The personal story of basketball star Muggsy
Bogues relates the obstacles and criticism he
overcame, describing his achievements in high
school, at Wake Forest, and with the Washington
Bullets and Charlotte Hornets teams. 75,000
first printing. Major ad/promo. Tour.
The Viking Wars: War and Peace in King Alfred's
Britain: 789–955 - Max Adams 2018-08-07
A history of Britain in the violent and unruly era
between the first Scandinavian raids in 789 and
the final expulsion of the Vikings from York in
954. In 865, a great Viking army landed in East
Anglia, precipitating a series of wars that would
last until the middle of the following century. It
was in this time of crisis that the modern
kingdoms of Britain were born. In their
responses to the Viking threat, these kingdoms
forged their identities as hybrid cultures: vibrant
and entrepreneurial peoples adapting to
instability and opportunity. Traditionally, Alfred
the Great is cast as the central player in the
story of Viking Age Britain. But Max Adams,
while stressing the genius of Alfred as war
leader, law-giver, and forger of the English
nation, has a more nuanced narrative approach
to this conventional version of history. The
Britain encountered by the Scandinavians of the
ninth and tenth centuries was one of regional
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diversity and self-conscious cultural identities,
depicted in glorious narrative fashion in The
Viking Wars.
The Book of Giants - 2015-08-11
Take a journey with the artist and writer Petar
Meseldzija, who tells how he was allowed
unparalleled access through the Invisible
Curtain and into the land of giants. A year in the
making, this book’s sixteen paintings and nearly
ninety drawings bring to life Petar’s experiences
on this journey and secrets uncovered, going
back to ancient times. He shares stories of new
discoveries that free giants from the murky
abyss of myth and a forgotten past. Told in three
stages, The Book of Giants includes the
illustrated stories The Giants Are Coming,
recounting a dynamic clash that lasted one
hundred years; The Little Kingdom, where a
giant befriends a nation of humans and becomes
their adamant protector against ferocious
invaders; The Northern Giants, who embrace the
warrior spirit through countless battles; Giant
Velles, the story of ignorance and how the
strength of goodness perseveres; and The Great
Forest, wherein the author discovers little
creatures called the keppetz and relates his
experiences spent with ogres while on his quest
to meet the Golden One and to determine the
purpose of his journey. Through the strength of
his own power, he discovers his blessings, his
limitations and finally his personal myth.
Furthermore, you will discover why giants made
a push into the underground, followed by their
exodus and deliverance to a new land. You’ll also
learn why the myth of giants is still alive, why
their time spent with humans remains elusive
and why giants prefer to remain hidden in their
world. Join Petar Meseldzija on his journey of
discovery.
The King in the North - Max Adams
2013-08-29
'A triumph – a Game of Thrones in the Dark
Ages' TOM HOLLAND. The magisterial
biography of Oswald Whiteblade, exiled prince
of Northumbria, who returned in blood and glory
to reclaim his birthright. A charismatic leader, a
warrior whose prowess in battle earned him the
epithet Whiteblade, an exiled prince who
returned to claim his birthright, the inspiration
for Tolkein's Aragorn. Oswald of Northumbria
was the first great English monarch, yet today
in-the-land-of-giants

this legendary figure is all but forgotten. In this
panoramic protrait of Dark Age Britain,
archaeologist and biographer Max Adams
returns the king in the North to his rightful
place in history.
The Last of the Giants - Harry Rimmer, LL.D.
2015-08-01
In its early years, Duluth was a gold mine for
lumber barons. Men were employed as
lumberjacks and worked like beasts, only to be
tossed aside like used equipment when no longer
needed. The grand forests were raped for their
prime timber, the balance burned wastefully.
The men were coarse and hard, but they had to
be to survive. More than any other people that
ever lived in our land, these old-time
lumberjacks could truthfully say, “No man cared
for my soul.” That is, until God sent three men to
the great Northwoods of our country – Frank
Higgins, John Sornberger, and Al Channer.
These men blazed new trails of the Spirit and
founded an empire for God. They reached a
sector of humanity for which no spiritual work
had ever been done before, storming the
Northwoods with a consuming passion for
Christ. And with that passion, they also brought
a heart as big as all outdoors, a love for men that
burned like a flame, and a desperate desire to
see these men saved.
Giants and Dwarfs - Edward J. Wood 1868
Giants and Dwarfs considers two types of
magical creatures: the very big and the very
small. This thorough book considers giants from
many perspectives from the Bible and beyond.?
Land of the Giants - Leareil Buys 2021-05
Land of Giants - Steve Lopez 1995
See for yourself why Steve's readers love him
and his targets wish he were almost anywhere
else.
Land of Giants - 2019-03-12
Jo Baer: Up Close in the Land of the Giants 2021-04-06
Paintings and recollections of Ireland from the
legendary American minimalist Collecting new
paintings and writings by Amsterdam-based
American painter Jo Baer (born 1929), Up Close
in the Land of the Giantswas created as a
deliberate sibling to Baer's 2013 exhibition
catalog In the Land of the Giants, which was
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published on the occasion of the artist's
eponymously titled dual exhibition at the
Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam and the Ludwig
Museum Cologne. This new volume echoes the
2013 book in layout and design but offers
readers a deeper look into the artist's own
thinking on her paintings and the reasons
behind the sources she has chosen to reference
in her compositions. The catalog is wide-ranging
in its subject matter and is organized in sections
that move between analysis of specific series of
paintings to chapters that delve into bodies of
research from fields as diverse as anthropology
and archaeology to astronomy and geography,
all of which have informed Baer's work.
Taking on Giants - Joe Portale 2010
An amazing true story of spiritual victory and
personal triumph.
From the Book of Giants - Joshua Weiner
2010-04-15
Song for Thom Gunn There is no east or west in
the wood you fear and seek, stumbling past a
gate of moss and what you would not take. And
what you thought you had (the Here that is no
rest) you make from it an aid to form no east, no
west. No east. No west. No need for given map
or bell, vehicle, screen, or speed. Forget the
house, forget the hill. Taking its title from a set
of writings found in the Dead Sea Scrolls, From
the Book of Giants retunes the signal broadcast
from these ancient fragments, transmitting a
new sound in the shape of a Roman drain cover,
in imitations of Dante and Martial, in the voice of
a cricket and the hard-boiled American
photographer Weegee, in elegies both public and
personal, and in poems that range from the
social speech of letters to the gnomic language
of riddles. Out of poetry’s “complex of complaint
and praise,” Joshua Weiner discovers, in one
poem, his own complicity in Empire during his
son’s baseball game at the White House. In
another, an embroidered parrot sings a hermetic
nursery rhyme to an infant after 9/11.
Thor and Loki - Jeff Limke 2006-09-01
A retelling, in graphic novel form, of the myth of
Thor and his brother Loki, who visit a land of
giants in order to resolve their argument about
brains vs. brawn.
Ruth and the King of the Giants - S.E. Smith
2019-09-11
The King of the Giants has met his match…
in-the-land-of-giants
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When her brother goes missing, Ruth Hallbrook
follows the only lead that she has – a story told
to her by a strange woman she meets in town.
Armed with a ‘magical’ shell that will supposedly
guide her, all she has to do is repeat the words
she hears when she puts it to her ear. That
would have been fine if she could have
understood what it was saying! One wrong word
lands her in a kingdom filled with giants,
including one very large, irritating one who
thinks she belongs in his gilded cage – fat
chance of that! An opportunity to escape for a
little peace and quiet turns into a disaster when
Koorgan, the King of the Giants, finds himself
stuck in an old well. Unable to climb out, he is
sure his only hope of rescue will come from the
search party eventually finding him. The last
thing he expects is his rescuer to be barely
larger than his hand. Afraid that something
might happen to the tiny creature, he feels duty
bound to help her find her missing brother and
return her to her world. The trouble is, the more
time he spends with her, the less he wants to let
her go. Life is dangerous on the Isle of Giants for
the diminutive Ruth. It will take every skill this
King of the Giants possesses to protect her.
Guided by the legend of a mythical plant said to
have created the giants, Koorgan will not rest
until he can find a way to keep Ruth by his side.
Find out if love can overcome the barrier
created by a misspoken spell!
The First Kingdom - Max Adams 2021-02-04
The bestselling author of The King in the North
turns his attention to the obscure era of British
history known as 'the age of Arthur'. Somewhere
in the shadow time between the departure of the
Roman legions in the early fifth century and the
arrival in Kent of Augustine's Christian mission
at the end of the sixth, the kingdoms of Early
Medieval Britain were formed. But by whom?
And out of what? In The First Kingdom, Max
Adams scrutinizes the narrative of this period
handed down to us by later historians and
chroniclers. Stripping away the more lurid
claims made for a warrior-hero named Arthur,
he synthesises the research carried out over the
last forty years to tease out the strands of reality
from the myth. He reveals how archaeology has
delivered evidence of a diverse and dynamic
response to Britain's new-found independence,
of material and intellectual trade between the
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Atlantic islands and the rest of Europe, and of
the environmental context of those centuries. A
skilfully wrought and intellectually probing
investigation of the most mysterious epoch in
our history, The First Kingdom presents an
image of post-Roman Britain whose resolution is
high enough to show the emergence of distinct
political structures in the sixth century – polities
that survive long enough to be embedded in the
medieval landscape, recorded in the lines of
river, road and watershed, and memorialised in
place names. PRAISE FOR MAX ADAMS: 'A
triumph. The most gripping portrait of seventhcentury Britain that I have read ... A Game of
Thrones in the Dark Ages' Tom Holland in The
Times on The King in the North 'Gripping,
hugely enjoyable and deeply scholarly' History
Today, Books of the Year, on The King in the
North 'Brilliantly combines history and
archaeological research ... A compelling read'
The Lady on Ælfred's Britain
Giants in the Earth - Ole Edvart Rolvaag
1999-08-04
The classic story of a Norwegian pioneer family's
struggles with the land and the elements of the
Dakota Territory as they try to make a new life
in America.
Fall of Giants - Ken Follett 2011-08-30
Ken Follett’s magnificent historical epic begins
as five interrelated families move through the
momentous dramas of the First World War, the
Russian Revolution, and the struggle for
women’s suffrage. A thirteen-year-old Welsh boy
enters a man’s world in the mining pits. . . . An
American law student rejected in love finds a
surprising new career in Woodrow Wilson’s
White House. . . . A housekeeper for the
aristocratic Fitzherberts takes a fateful step
above her station, while Lady Maud Fitzherbert
herself crosses deep into forbidden territory
when she falls in love with a German spy. . . .
And two orphaned Russian brothers embark on
radically different paths when their plan to
emigrate to America falls afoul of war,
conscription, and revolution. From the dirt and
danger of a coal mine to the glittering
chandeliers of a palace, from the corridors of
power to the bedrooms of the mighty, Fall of
Giants takes us into the inextricably entangled
fates of five families—and into a century that we
thought we knew, but that now will never seem
in-the-land-of-giants

the same again. . . .
And There Were Giants in the Land - John A.
Beineke 1998
William Heard Kilpatrick (1871-1965) was,
during his long career, the chief interpreter and
disseminator of John Dewey's educational
thought. Known as -Columbia's Million-Dollar
Professor- because of the great popularity (and
revenue) of his classes at Teachers College,
Kilpatrick vigorously promoted the progressive
educational message that schools must be more
child-centered, democratic, and socially
oriented. This transplanted native of Georgia
was the center of controversy over several
decades. As a young man he underwent a heresy
trial in the South for his unconventional
theological beliefs. During the Great Depression
he came under attack by conservatives for his
active leadership in the radical Social
Reconstructionist movement. And near the end
of his life, he was assailed by McCarthyites for
his social views and challenges to the traditional
curriculum. Since his death, critics have accused
Kilpatrick's legacy of departing from Dewey's
message and encouraging anti-intellectualism by
classroom practitioners. Kilpatrick is one of the
major figures in twentieth-century American
education and his ideas continue to frame the
debate on educational reform as we enter the
twenty-first century."
In the Land of Giants - Gabi Martínez
2018-07-10
How and why did a brilliant Spanish natural
scientist meet his death in the Hindu Kush?
In the Land of Giants: A Journey Through
the Dark Ages - Max Adams 2016-10-11
A cultural exploration of the Dark Age
landscapes of Britain that poses a significant
question: Is the modern world simply the
realization of our ancient past? The five
centuries between the end of Roman Britain and
the death of Alfred the Great have left few voices
save a handful of chroniclers, but Britain's "Dark
Ages" can still be explored through their
material remnants: architecture, books,
metalwork, and, above all, landscapes. Max
Adams explores Britain's lost early medieval past
by walking its paths and exploring its lasting
imprint on valley, hill, and field. From York to
Whitby, from London to Sutton Hoo, from
Edinburgh to Anglesey, and from Hadrian's Wall
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to Loch Tay, each of his ten walking narratives
form free-standing chapters as well as parts of a
wider portrait of a Britain of fort and fyrd, crypt
and crannog, church and causeway, holy well
and memorial stone. Part travelogue, part expert
reconstruction, In the Land of Giants offers a
beautifully written insight into the lives of
peasants, drengs, ceorls, thanes, monks, knights,
and kings during an enigmatic but richly
exciting period of Britain’s history.
Gulliver in the Land of Giants - Anna
Grzeskowiak-Krwawicz 2016-04-22
Józef Boruwlaski was the most famous dwarf of
the Enlightenment age. Polish-born, he travelled
extensively throughout Europe, appearing and
performing at royal courts and salons, before
settling in Durham in his later life until his death
at the age of 97. He was described in Diderot's
Encyclopédie and the press of his day - both on
the continent and in the UK - sustained an
interest in him and kept tabs on his life and
experiences. His memoirs, published in a
bilingual (French and English) version in 1788,
show him to have been an intelligent and sharp
observer of the world he inhabited. The life story
of this miniature gentleman is not only highly
interesting in its own right, but also offers a new
perspective on the culture of the Enlightenment.
Through a meticulous survey of source materials
in Poland, France, and the United Kingdom, the
author has managed to unearth and reconstruct
many heretofore unknown details about
Boruwlaski's life and adventures, about his
travels first on the continent and then in the
United Kingdom. It is not typical biography, but
rather an attempt at identifying certain social
roles that were imposed upon Boruwlaski: a
plaything of the salons, a source of
entertainment for the masses, an adventurist
against his own wishes. At the same time, his
story is that of a man who spent his whole life
trying to escape from such roles imposed upon
him. Boruwlaski's memoirs are included in full,
containing many of the letters he sent to his
wife, with critical annotation. The author also
investigates for the first time the sizeable
differences between the many different versions
of the memoirs published during his own
lifetime. This monograph offers not only an
opportunity to rediscover the fascinating life
story of an intriguing man, but also gives a
in-the-land-of-giants
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unique point of view on Europe's uppermost elite
in the Enlightenment age - as people who
remained deeply fascinated with deformities and
oddities despite their own self-professed
'refined' tastes.
Of Giants and Ice - Shelby Bach 2013-05-07
Eleven-year-old Rory, daughter of a famous
actress and a famous movie director, finds
herself becoming a celebrity in her own right as
she helps create a new fairy tale as a participant
in the after school program, Ever After School.
Giants in the Land - Diana Appelbaum 1993
Describes how giant pine trees in New England
were cut down during the colonial days to make
massive wooden ships for the King's Navy.
Giants of Land, Sea & Air, Past & Present David Peters 1986
Discusses body size in the animal kingdom and
depicts giants from past and present, both
individual specimens and those belonging to
large species such as the prehistoric giants.
Includes gate-fold pages showing the very
largest animals.
The Giants and the Joneses - Julia Donaldson
2004
A giant-sized adventure story from bestselling
author Julia Donaldson.Every giant knows
beanstalks and little persons don't exist. Almost
every giant, anyway... When Jumbeelia's
curiosity leads her to a real-live bimplestonk at
the edgeland of Groil and down, down, down into
Colette, Stephen and Poppy's lives, the children
find themselves in BIG trouble! They're
desperate to get home - but it's not easy when
even the wasps are giant sized!This upside-down
fairy tale is perfect for fans of Roald Dahl and
David Walliams, as well as children who
enjoyed&nbspThe Gruffalo&nbspwhen they
were younger.
Sindbad - 2011-05-10
Perhaps the best known of the Tales of the
Thousand and One Nights are those about
Sindbad the Sailor. For centuries, people have
been fascinated by the stories of a simple,
sometimes confused, sailor who mistakes a giant
whale for a lovely island and the egg of the Roc
(a bird so huge that she can carry an elephant in
her talons) for a mountain. Sindbad encounters
many dangers, but he prevails in this irresistible
trilogy, thanks to nothing but his own wits.
Ludmila Zeman’s exciting text and lavish
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illustrations have made Sindbad, Sindbad in the
Land of Giants, and Sindbad’s Secret an
international and critical success.
The Legacy of the Mastodon - Keith Stewart
Thomson 2008-10-01
The uncovering in the mid-1700s of fossilized
mastodon bones and teeth at Big Bone Lick,
Kentucky, signaled the beginning of a great
American adventure. The West was opening up
and unexplored lands beckoned. Unimagined
paleontological treasures awaited discovery:
strange horned mammals, birds with teeth,
flying reptiles, gigantic fish, diminutive
ancestors of horses and camels, and more than a
hundred different kinds of dinosaurs. This
exciting book tells the story of the grandest
period of fossil discovery in American history,
the years from 1750 to 1890. The volume begins
with Thomas Jefferson, whose keen interest in
the American mastodon led him to champion the
study of fossil vertebrates. The book continues
with vivid descriptions of the actual work of
prospecting for fossils--a pick in one hand, a rifle
in the other--and enthralling portraits of Joseph
Leidy, Ferdinand Hayden, Edward Cope, and
Othniel Marsh among other major figures in the
development of the science of paleontology.
Shedding new light on these scientists feuds and
rivalries, on the connections between fossil
studies in Europe and America, and on
paleontologys contributions to Americas
developing national identity, The Legacy of the
Mastodon is itself a fabulous discovery for every
reader to treasure.
In the Land of Giants - Max Adams 2017-12-12
A cultural exploration of the Dark Age
landscapes of Britain that poses a significant
question: Is the modern world simply the
realization of our ancient past? The five
centuries between the end of Roman Britain and
the death of Alfred the Great have left few voices
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save a handful of chroniclers, but Britain's "Dark
Ages" can still be explored through their
material remnants: architecture, books,
metalwork, and, above all, landscapes. Max
Adams explores Britain's lost early medieval past
by walking its paths and exploring its lasting
imprint on valley, hill, and field. From York to
Whitby, from London to Sutton Hoo, from
Edinburgh to Anglesey, and from Hadrian's Wall
to Loch Tay, each of his ten walking narratives
form free-standing chapters as well as parts of a
wider portrait of a Britain of fort and fyrd, crypt
and crannog, church and causeway, holy well
and memorial stone. Part travelogue, part expert
reconstruction, In the Land of Giants offers a
beautifully written insight into the lives of
peasants, drengs, ceorls, thanes, monks, knights,
and kings during an enigmatic but richly
exciting period of Britain’s history.
There Are Real Giants in the Land - Brian
Patrick Richards 2013-01-19
Joshua and Caleb, came back to Moses from the
land of Eshcol (Deuteronomy 1:24-28) with a
good report saying yes there are giants in the
land but dont worry Moses we can take them!
but there was twelve that went into the land,
and only two came back with a good report
saying all is well we can take them. This is the
size of the men they had to fight to take the land.
Which way would your report go? "
In the Land of the Giants - George Szirtes
2012-09-15
"This generous new selection of children's
poems from one of the UK's foremost poets
displays wit, humour, technical virtuosity and a
hint of the absurd. Also included are a series of
translations of children's poems from Hungary,
including works by Sandor Weores and Zoltan
Zelk"--Back cover.
Land of the Giants - Don W. Larson 1979
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